
Position Statement of the Coalition for Conserving the Qld Stock Route Network 
(SRN) and the NSW Travelling Stock Routes (TSRs) 

Although their use has decreased, the stock routes of New South Wales and Queensland provide a 
valuable service to travelling stock, as well as an emergency drought refuge. With Peak Oil and carbon 
trading forcing up fuel prices, stock routes will again provide a valuable option for moving livestock. 

For over 100 years the managers of stock routes (currently Rural Land Protection Boards in NSW and 
Local Governments in Queensland) have maintained their grazing value and incidentally, their 
biodiversity values. The light and intermittent grazing regime has ensured that the native vegetation is 
mostly in reasonable condition and that reservoirs of native seed persist.  

The stock routes contain conservation values that were not originally envisaged. Many cross cleared 
agricultural and pastoral landscapes and contain much greater biodiversity than adjoining private 
land. The only surviving examples of some regional ecosystems are on stock routes.  

Although relatively narrow they provide corridors for the movement of wildlife. In many places they 
are the only source of connectivity in the landscape. Stock routes incorporate a variety of local 
landforms, vegetation types and watering points, whereas other reserves are discontinuous and 
represent a specific landform or type of vegetation. Stock routes often contain fertile soils and many are 
amenable to rehabilitation and widening in cooperation with adjoining landholders. 

Some flora and fauna are likely to be adversely affected by climate change, in particular those in 
habitats that are likely to undergo water stress. The stock routes can provide east-west, north-south 
corridors west of the Dividing Range. (Birds in a Changing Climate (State of Australian Birds 2007). 

Objectives 

The Governments of New South Wales and Queensland are currently reviewing the future of their 
stock routes with the intention of disposing of them in NSW or leasing inactive routes in Queensland..  

In order to protect the future value of stock routes for travelling stock and biodiversity, it is important 
that the New South Wales and Queensland governments 

1. put an immediate freeze on disposal or lease of any segments of the stock routes until they 
have taken account of their potential benefits for biodiversity under climate change, and 
travelling stock with peak oil and carbon trading. 

2. recognise and embed the conservation values of the existing stock route networks in policy 
and protect them in the day-to-day management of the stock routes, 

3. create by legislation, Protected Corridors for Travelling Stock and Biodiversity to 
encompass the entire remaining Travelling Stock Routes in NSW and the Stock Route 
Network in Qld and 

4. contribute ongoing financial support from environmental budgetary sources reflecting the 
public interest component and for enhancement of the stock routes networks through the 
Regional Funding Component of the Australian Government’s NRM Initiative.  

     ..  


